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INTRODUCTION – My Experience
To run a competitive business, companies are continuously looking for 

ways to reduce operating and transportation costs. Using the lowest cost 

carrier can significantly reduce transportation costs for companies who 

ship on the same routes frequently. If a company is frequently sending 

freight to the same locations with the same carrier, there has to be a cost 

savings somewhere. This is when implementing an RFQ bid would lead a 

company to the greatest savings. This presentation will reflect on my 

observations of RFQ bids at my current internship. With a lot of 

preparation my team led their first successful RFQ bid in FY2016, which 

has led to the planning of additional RFQ bids for FY2017.

KEY FACTS
1. RFQ = Request For Quotation

2. This is a standard business practice where suppliers are invited to a 

bidding process to bid on specific routes

3. Different contractors will be allowed to place a bid, where in the most 

competitive price will be chosen

4. RFQs are best suited for routes/”lanes” (in my team’s case) that are 

standardized, as this makes each supplier’s quote comparable

5. The bid can be more than just price per item – it can also include 

payment terms, quality levels, or contract lengths

6. The suppliers have to return the bid by a certain time and date to be 

considered for an award

7. The first bid is rarely the last bid – multiple rounds can follow

PURPOSE
An RFQ is the most powerful process to receive quick cost savings – it will 

“trim the fat” of excess profits for the carrier. By asking carriers/suppliers to 

provide a bid, their awareness of competition is raised. Carriers and 

suppliers know that RFQs are used for price comparisons. Therefore, each 

carrier/supplier will put their most competitive foot forward and offer what 

they think is their best price. If the RFQ host is unsatisfied with the rates, 

they can choose to remove outlying carriers/suppliers and run the RFQ 

through a second or third round. This allows them to push the carrier 

toward an even lower price. The carrier or supplier then has to decide if 

their company can afford to cut their prices again. This process is a fair 

way to weed through high cost carriers and build strong relationships with 

carriers that promise low costs and reliability.

LESSONS LEARNED
An RFQ will produce fast cost savings, but be mindful of maintaining good 

relationships with your carriers in the process. In today’s markets no 

company can afford to lose business. RFQs can be stressful to carriers. 

Each carrier we worked with produced a bid that they thought was fair and 

reasonable. No carrier knew what the other would offer. This competition 

produces an advantage to us (the RFQ host). Fear of the unknown forces 

each carrier to bid as low as they can. Pennies on a dollar could be the 

difference between millions of dollars in guaranteed business, or nothing. 

The hard work of running an RFQ truly pays off and will produce dramatic 

cost savings for logistics teams in many businesses. 


